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a b s t r a c t

The stable H2 production is the important link in the anaerobic biohythane fermentation. In order to
address the key parameters for the stable H2 production in the recirculated temperature-phased
anaerobic digestion (R-TPAD) system, a critical strategy was proposed to adjust the recirculation ratio
(R). The adjusting strategy was examined on a lab-scale R-TPAD system. The R-TPAD system was started
up and operated with R¼ 1. Another system without recirculation (R¼ 0) was also operated as the
control system. By narrowing the probable range from 0< R< 1, the value of R¼ 0.4 was obtained for
stable biohythane production from R-TPAD system. The harvested R-TPAD process achieved the volatile
solids removal of 84.8% and the biohythane yield of 475 L/kg-VSfed with the H2 content of 10.5%, where
the H2 yield efficiency was 248.0 mL-H2/CODremoved. The success of operating R-TPAD was attributed to
the proposed strategy, which used the tendency of existing CH4 and the pH above 4.0 as the critical
indicators for the stable H2 production.

© 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Hydrogen (H2) and methane (CH4) are the vital gas fuels in the
current and future society. Hythane, the gas mixture of H2 (10e30%
v/v) and CH4, is a promising fuel to connect the future society of H2
energy [1]. Hythane was shown to improve the combustion per-
formance in the gas engine and to reduce the emission of unburnt
hydrocarbon, CO and NOx [2]. When addressing another globally
challenging issue: the disposal of food waste (FW), the hythane
production via anaerobic digestion has great potential in reducing
fossil fuel consumption [3,4]. At present, the increasing FW pro-
duction will bring about serious hygienic and environmental
problems due to the improper disposal of FW [5].

Temperature-phased anaerobic digestion (TPAD) is widely used
for biohythane production from biowaste [6e8]. Acidogenic phase
(pH¼ 4.5e5.5) and methanogenic phase (pH¼ 7.0e8.0) are oper-
ated in the two stages of TPAD [9e11], so that bioH2 and bioCH4
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could be collected separately and simultaneously [12]. In some
cases, to maintain the stable H2 production in the first stage, the
effluent of TPAD was recycled to the first stage to supply alkalinity
and H2-producing microbes [13]. Successful cases of biohythane
production via recirculated TPAD (R-TPAD) were reported, showing
the advantages of avoiding external alkaline addition as well as
supplying H2-producing microbes back to the first stage [14,15].

Practically, two major problems are required to be overcome to
simplify the operation of R-TPAD: achieving direct recirculation and
finding proper recirculation ratio (R). Earlier researchers inserted
extra processing units to the recirculation routes (e.g. sedimenta-
tion, filtration, heat treatment or aeration) to prevent hydro-
genotrophic methanogens from consuming H2 in the first stage
[16e18]. The studies on R-TPAD with direct recirculation of raw
effluent sludge were recently reported, where CH4 could be found
in the head space of the first stage [19e22], implying that the H2
yields might not be the highest values for their respective condi-
tions. On the other hand, when the recirculated effluent was
insufficient, H2-producing pathways would be inhibited by lactic
acid fermentation [23e25]. Moreover, different R values ranging
from 0 to 4.29 have all been reported to achieve the stable bio-
hythane production in the R-TPAD of FW [11,12,14,15,17,19,20],
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indicating that the appropriate R is not a universal value but varies
with the characteristics of biowaste and operating conditions. Thus,
compared to just presenting the R for the corresponding condition,
the strategy of adjusting R is more important to be determined.
Since methanogenesis and lactic acid fermentation are the two
competing reactions for H2 production, their representative pa-
rameters will be used as the critical indicators to find the proper R
for biohythane production.

In this study, therefore, a strategy is proposed to adjust the R and
adopted by an experimental R-TPAD system. The proposed strategy
is described in the methodology section. To perform the strategy,
the lab-scale R-TPAD system was operated with a TPAD system
without recirculation as control. This strategy yielded a
biohythane-producing R-TPAD process. The biogas production,
organic removal and mass balance were evaluated between the
harvested R-TPAD system and the control TPAD system. More
importantly, the mechanism of the proposed strategy was
explained in the discussion section.
2. Methodology

2.1. Experiment setup

In this study, the concept of TPAD describes the configuration of
the anaerobic process. Two-stage CH4 production and two-phase
hythane fermentation were the detailed functions achieved in the
TPAD process. Two series of processes, the control TPAD process
and the R-TPAD process, were installed according to the schematic
diagram in Fig. 1. In each process, cylinder reactors were used as the
continuous stirred-tank reactors (CSTR). Continuous mixing inside
the reactor was achieved by impellers on the spinning shaft, which
were driven by an electric motor. The tightness of the liquid and gas
was checked after finishing the installation of reactors. The mixing
rates of the motors were set to 60 rpm. Each reactor was primarily
designed with a water jacket surrounding the reacting chamber in
order to maintain the temperature inside the reactor. The reactors
were insulated against heat loss by a foam layer packed around the
water jacket. Hot water was continuously heated by heaters (NTT-
20S, EYELA) and pumped through the water jacket. The tempera-
tures inside the reactors were monitored with electronic ther-
mometers. The reactors were fed semi-continuously with the
draw-and-fill strategy. The influent and the effluent of the reactor
were transported by roller pumps (FURUE Science, RP-LV2). Those
pumps were controlled by timers to run 5 times per day.

The two reactors for the control TPAD process were marked as
C1 and C2, respectively, and the two reactors of the R-TPAD process
were marked as R1 and R2, respectively. The first stages, C1 and R1,
were operated in the thermophilic condition (55± 1 �C), with the
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of T
working volume of 3 L. The second stages, C2 and R2 were operated
in themesophilic condition (37± 1 �C), with the working volume of
12 L. The recycling in the R-TPAD system was accomplished by an
independent two-channel roller pump which exchanged the same
volume of slurry between R1 and R2. The R was defined as the
volume of recirculated slurry from R2 into R1 over the volume of
the feeding substrate. The start-up of each process was conducted
by controlling the total HRT as 100 days for 2 weeks and then 50
days for 2 weeks. Then the HRT of the processes was shortened to
30 days for long-term operation. The recirculation ratios in R-TPAD
were different for RUN 1, 2 and 3 while the R in TPAD remained
unchanged as 0 from RUN1 to RUN3.
2.2. Inoculum and feedstock

Both C2 and R2 were filled to the working volume with meso-
philic sludge obtained from an anaerobic digester in the municipal
wastewater treatment plant. The thermophilic reactors C1 and R1
were filled with the thermophilic sludge domesticated from the
same mesophilic sludge.

In order to ensure the stable characteristics of feedstock over a
relatively long period of time, the FW feedstock was prepared once
a month in accordance with the method described in a previous
study [26]. The ingredients were purchased and diced before they
were roughly mixed, minced and then crushed by a high-speed
blender (8000 Waring, Eberbach). The slurry was fully mixed
before being stored at 4 �C in a refrigerator. The FW slurry was
adjusted with tap water to make a TS content of 10% and added to
the substrate tank once a week. The methanogenic trace elements
(TE) were added to the FW to provide the final concentrations of
10mg-Ni/L and 10mg-Co/L (both as chloride salts). The substrate
tank was maintained below 4 �C by a cooler (CF800, Yamato). To
avoid aeration of the substrates and the consequence of over-
deterioration, the substrate tank was mixed only before the
feeding pumpwas running. The average TS, VS, total COD, and pH of
the FW were 10.76%, 10.15%, 150.1 g/L and 4.01, respectively. More
characteristics of the FW are listed in Table A1. The operating
conditions of the two processes are summarized in Table 1.
2.3. Chemical analysis

The biogas production of each reactor was measured every day
by gas meter (W-NK-0.5B, Shinagawa). Their respective volumes
under Standard Temperature and Pressure (STP, 0 �C and 1 atm)
were calculated based on the atmospheric temperature and pres-
sure. The N2, CH4 and CO2 contents in the gas phase were detected
using a gas chromatograph equipped with a thermal conductivity
detector (GC-TCD, Shimadzu GC-8A). The 2m stainless steel
PAD and R-TPAD systems.



Table 1
Operational conditions for the recirculated TPAD system (R1 and R2) in RUN 1~RUN 3 and the control system (C1 and C2) in RUN 3.

unit R-TPAD TPAD

RUN1 RUN2 RUN3 RUN3

R1 R2 Total R1 R2 Total R1 R2 Total C1 C2 Total

Temperature �C 55 35 e 55 35 e 55 35 e 55 35 e

Working volume L 3 12 15 3 12 15 3 12 15 3 12 15
Recirculation ratio (R) e 1 0 0.4 0
Period day 27e58 59e80 83e110 (92e101)a

HRT (considering R) day 3 12 30 6 24 30 4.3 17.1 30 6 24 30
Organic loading rate (OLR) g-TS/L/d 32.84

±1.49
1.97
±0.06

3.28
±0.15

16.83
±1.22

1.13
±0.16

3.37
±0.24

19.47
±0.58

4.01
±0.04

3.61
±0.11

18.06
±0.54

4.23
±0.03

3.61
±0.11

g-VS/L/d 30.85
±1.53

1.49
±0.08

3.08
±0.15

15.77
±1.19

0.88
±0.16

3.15
±0.24

18.01
±0.59

3.64
±0.05

3.41
±0.11

17.04
±0.55

3.98
±0.03

3.41
±0.11

g-COD/L/d 52.41
±1.50

2.86
±0.39

5.24
±0.15

27.00
±2.71

1.51
±0.09

5.40
±0.54

25.34
±1.99

5.53
±0.23

4.76
±0.37

23.81
±1.87

5.95
±0.47

4.76
±0.37

a The period 92nd ~101st day are the assessing period. The results during this period were utilized for steady-state evaluation.
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column packed with Porapak Q was maintained at 70 �C during the
chromatographic separation. Its carrier gas was argon. Both the
injector and the detector were 100 �C. The H2 content was deter-
mined by another GC-TCD (Shimadzu GC-8A) machine with a col-
umn packed with a molecular sieve 5A (60/80, Ø 3mm). The
temperatures of its injector, column and detector were 100 �C, 70 �C
and 100 �C, respectively.

Sludge samples from all the reactors including substrate tank
were taken twice a week for chemical analysis. The values of pH
were read from a desktop pHmeter. Solid contents (TS, VS, SS, VSS),
CODCr were analyzed according to standard methods [27]. The
contents of carbohydrates, proteins and lipids in the samples were
analyzed by traditional methods [28e30]. The total and partial
alkalinity were determined by titration with terminal pH values of
4.8 and 6.5, respectively. The ammonia content was determined
with the indophenol method [31]. Volatile fatty acids (VFA) and
ethanol concentrations were analyzed with a gas chromatograph
equipped with a 30m capillary column (J&W, DB-WAXetr) and a
flame ionization detector (GC-FID, Agilent 6890). The temperatures
of the injector and detector were both 250 �C. The heating program
for the ovenwas 125 �C� 5minþ 2.5 �C/min� 22minþ 180 �C� 10
min. All the VFA components were summed up on the basis of COD
concentration or equal moles of acetic acid according to specific
discussion. Lactate concentrations were determined by capillary
zone electrophoresis (CZE, Agilent 7100) with a (D/L)-lactic acid
standard. The electrophoresis solution comprised of Tris, quinolinic
acid and HDTMA, with a pH at 7.3. Ammonia, VFA, ethanol and
lactate concentrations were analyzed based on the filtered super-
natants. The filters (Millipore) were assembled with a hydrophilic
PES membrane of 0.45 mm pore size, and driven by syringes.

Three assessing periods were chosen for comparing the per-
formance under different conditions since the results of chemical
results were relatively stable (relative standard deviation< 5%), as
listed in Table 1. Two-sample t-test was performed where p-values
were presented. At the end of the experiments, the microbial
communities were analyzed according to the previously reported
methods [32,33].
2.4. The strategy of adjusting recirculation ratio (R)

Stable H2 production is the key to biohythane production in R-
TPAD. The R was adjusted for stable H2 production in R1, as illus-
trated in Fig. 2. The target reactor was R1, which was designed to
perform H2 fermentation. Initially, the appropriate R (marked as R*
to distinguish from the currently operational R) for biohythane
production was supposed to lie within a probable interval. The R
value of 1.0 that caused methanogenesis in C1 was set as the upper
bound. The R value of 0 that caused the pH decreasing towards 4.0
was set as the lower bound. By repeating the test of different R
values on the R-TPAD, the R* was presumed to be found after nar-
rowing its probable range.

In CSTR systems, the effluent could not reflect immediately to
the changes in operating parameters because CSTR has the char-
acteristic of delaying. For each new condition of CSTR, some pa-
rameters, e.g. the effluent concentration, approach to the values of
steady state in some asymptotic trends. The chronic phenomena in
the effluent would arise after a duration since the change induced
to the influent. For example, the consequence of a pulse in the
influent of a one-stage CSTR is an exponential decaying concen-
tration in the effluent. After about 3 times of HRT, the effluent
concentration of the one-stage CSTR has reduced to only 5% of the
initial effluent concentration, whichwas recognized as reaching the
steady state. However, this delaying characteristic piles up the
difficulties in finding R* by the prolonged duration of testing. In this
case, overcorrection of parameters was applied to shorten the
duration before observing the phenomenon under steady state.

In this study, at the end of RUN1 of R-TPAD, the probable range
for the R* was 0< R*<1. So the R in RUN2 was overcorrected from
1.0 to 0 and operated for a period. At the end of RUN2, the critical
phenomena arose, i.e. the pH decreased. The R of 0.6 was tested but
turned out leading to methanogenesis in R1. So the probable range
for the R* was narrowed to 0< R*<0.6. Then an R of 0.4 was tested,
which presented the stable H2 production and pH in R1 for one day.
The long-term operation of R¼ 0.4 (RUN3) proved that it was
appropriate for biohythane production from the R-TPAD of FW. It is
noteworthy that the maximum hydrogen production is not neces-
sarily the maximum energy production. Still, from the aspect of
environmental effect, the low-carbon characteristics of H2 endue
the biohythane system with more importance in the future
application.
2.5. Calculation for organic removal in R-TPAD system

Firstly, the total organic removal efficiency of the system was
calculated. These were defined as the degraded amount of mass
divided by the fed amount of mass. For the whole system, the total
removal efficiency was

h ¼ Qc0 � Qc2
Qc0

� 100% ¼
�
1� c2

c0

�
� 100% (1)

Individually for each stage, its contribution to the total removal
was calculated and discussed. For the first stage,



Fig. 2. Flowchart of optimizing R for stable hydrogen production in R1 of the R-TPAD system.
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h1=h ¼ Qc0 þ RQc2 � ð1þ RÞQc1
Qc0 � Qc2

� 100%

¼
�
1� ð1þ RÞðc1 � c2Þ

c0 � c2

�
� 100% (2)

For the second stage,

h2=h ¼ ð1þ RÞQc1 � ð1þ RÞQc2
Qc0 � Qc2

� 100%

¼ ð1þ RÞðc1 � c2Þ
c0 � c2

� 100% ¼ 100%� h1=h (3)

where h, h1 and h2 are the removal efficiencies achieved by the total
process, the 1st stage and the 2nd stage, respectively; c0, c1 and c2
are the concentrations of a certain item (e.g. TS, VS, COD, etc.) in the
substrate, in the 1st stage and in the 2nd stage, respectively, in g/L; Q
is the flow rate of the feeding FW, in L/d; and R is the recirculation
ratio, in L-effluent/L-feedstock or dimensionless. These equations
also applied to the control TPAD system with R¼ 0.
2.6. Estimation on saving direct CO2 emission

The energy in the recovered biofuel gases was calculated with
higher heating value (HHV). The reduction in the carbon footprint
was estimated in the replacement of petrol consumption based on
the equal lower heating value (LHV). The HHV or LHV of CH4 and H2
were adapted from CRC handbook of chemistry and physics [34].
Petrol has an LHV of about 30MJ/L and an extra carbon emission of
2.13 kg-CO2/L compared to CH4 [35,36].
3. Results

3.1. Operation of TPAD and R-TPAD systems

3.1.1. Long-term performance of TPAD without recirculation
The time course for the parameters in the control TPAD process

is shown in Fig. 3. At the end of the first two weeks of the start-up
period, the CH4 content in C1 decreased with the pH decreasing to
5.5. Over the following two weeks, as the pH decreased from 5.5 to
4.5, H2 was produced in C1. However, since the operation began
with an HRT as 30 days, nearly no biogas was produced in C1 all
through the following operation. The pH of C1 fell to 4.0 due to the
over acidification caused by the accumulation of high concentra-
tions of lactic acid, leading to the inhibition of H2 fermentation [23].
As for C2, the gas production rate (GPR) increased gradually to
around 2.97 L-gas/L-reactor/d (L/L/d for short) in RUN 1 and varied
slightly in RUN 2 and RUN 3. The CH4 contents in C2 were about
60%. The pH value of C2 ranged between 7.5 and 8.0 throughout the
operating period. Despite the low pH in C1, the stable operation of
C2 without pH control proved that CH4 fermentation was feasible
with the TPAD of FW. Comparing C1 with C2, it is indicated that the
controlling for H2 production in TPAD was more difficult than CH4
production in the TPAD of FW. The results of the TPAD without
recirculation suggested that the value of R¼ 0 could be used as the
lower bound of the probable range for biohythane production in R-
TPAD.



Fig. 3. Time course of gas production rates (GPR), gas contents and pH in C1 (a, b and c) and C2 (d, e, f), respectively.

Fig. 4. Time course of GPR, gas contents and pH in R1 (a, b and c) and R2 (d, e, f), respectively.
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3.1.2. RUN 1 of R-TPAD: first trial of R¼ 1
The time course of the parameters in the R-TPAD process is

shown in Fig. 4. In RUN 1, with R¼ 1, both R1 and R2 were pro-
ducing CH4. The GPR and CH4 content in R1were about 12 L/L/d and
61%, respectively. The higher CH4 content at approximately 69%
from R2 is attributed to the higher pH and ammonia level in the
liquid caused by further degradation of proteins. The pH in R1 rose
gradually from 7.5 to above 8.0, and the pH in R2 followed the same
trend: this is attributed to the exchange of liquids from R1 and R2
due to the recirculation.

The evolution of alkalinity, ammonia, VFA and HLa of R1 are
shown in Fig. A2. The data of the ammonia and alkalinity in RUN1
were used to predict their ultimate concentrations. The simulation
in Fig. A3 confirmed that with R¼ 1, both R1 and R2 would
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maintain alkalic methanogenic conditions under the steady state.
The ammonia concentrations in R1 and R2 would finally reach
2.25 g-N/L and 2.26 g-N/L, respectively, which were close to each
other. These results of R-TPAD in RUN 1 suggested that R¼ 1 was
unfavorable for biohythane production because CH4 was produced
in R1. With R¼ 1 as the upper bound of the probable range for the
proper R*, it has been recognized by the end of RUN 1 that the
proper range of R* should be 0< R*<1.

3.1.3. RUN 2 of R-TPAD: approaching R* by overcorrection with
R¼ 0

In order to acidify R1 and achieve the separation of acidogenic
and methanogenic phases, the recirculation was stopped. The GPR
in R1 remained above 12 L/L/d at the beginning of RUN 2
(60th ~ 73rd day), which was slightly (p¼ 0.778 > 0.05) higher than
that in RUN 1, whereas the GPR in R2 decreased obviously
(p< 0.001) from about 0.55 L/L/d to 0.40 L/L/d along with the OLR. It
is considered that the organics were mainly degraded in R1 since
the HRT of the FW in R1 was extended without recirculation. The
CH4 contents in R1 and R2 during RUN 2 were both similar to those
in RUN 1. As shown in Fig. A2., the alkalinity in R1 decreased as a
result of stopping recirculation. The explanation for the break in the
trend at the 69th day was that an accident happened to cause liters
of the sludge leaking. After filling the lost volume with the sludge
from R2, the decreasing trend continued.

The continuous increase in ammonia in RUN 2 without recir-
culation suggests that protein degradationwas still well-conducted
in R1 during RUN 2. Ammonia inhibition represented by free
ammonia (FA) is prone to occur in the thermophilic digestion of
high-solid waste [37]. In this case, however, according to Fig. A2 (c),
because the FA decreased along with the decrease in pH, it is clear
that the FA was not responsible for the methanogenic inhibition or
the following acidification. In this period, propionate concentra-
tions increased to around 2.5 g/L and TVFA and lactate increased to
around 4.5 g-HAceq/L and 6.5 g-HLa/L, respectively, until the pH
dropped sharply. It should be noted that those acids maintained at
relatively constant levels before the drop in pH and alkalinity,
which showed irrelevance in time to the acidification. The GPR, CH4
Fig. 5. Evolutions of gas contents (a) and pH (b) in R1 du
content and pH in R1 dropped dramatically after the 76th day. Thus,
the decrease in alkalinity in R1 is considered the direct cause of
acidification at the end of RUN 2. In the last few days of RUN 2, as
the pH decreased to below 6.5, acetate and butyrate became the
major VFAs, and propionate levels decreased along with the pH
dropping. The TVFA increased accordingly to 10 g-HAceq/L and
lactate increased to around 10 g/L.

3.1.4. RUN 3 of R-TPAD: further trials of R* for hydrogen production
in R1

According to the control TPAD system, the condition of RUN2
(R¼ 0) was unable to achieve H2 production in the first stage due to
the ultimate pH levels lower than 4.0. Restarting the recirculation
was therefore necessary to maintain the pH of R1. The evolution of
CH4 and H2 in R1 in the headspace, and the pH during the transitory
period from RUN 2 to RUN 3 are shown in Fig. 5. The pH decreased
to 5.5 by the middle of the 79th day and remained stable for the
following 24 h: the production of H2 began at the end of the 79th

day. The CH4 content decreased gradually along with the pH until
the 81st day.

With the probable range of 0< R*<1, the recirculation of effluent
was conducted with R¼ 0.6 as the second trial of R. Within the 81st

day, the pH rose slightly, the H2 content in the headspace
decreased, and the CH4 content remained constant, implying that
the recirculated methanogens were still able to consume H2.
Despite the failure of the second trial, the probable range was
narrowed to 0< R*<0.6. After stopping the recirculation for another
24 h as the overcorrection, the third trial of R¼ 0.4 presented the
stable pH andH2 production in the following 24 h. Thus, R¼ 0.4was
continued to examine its long-term feasibility on the R-TPAD
system.

In RUN 3, the pHwasmaintained in the range of 4.6e4.9 and the
H2 content was approximately 49%. Consequently, all the meth-
anogenesis was carried out by R2. The GPR increased gradually and
the CH4 content and pH remained stable at 62% and 7.8, respec-
tively. After the operation of RUN 3, it could be concluded that the
stable, continuous and simultaneous production of H2 and CH4 (i.e.
hythane) could be achieved by finding the appropriate R according
ring the adjusting period between RUN 2 and RUN 3.



Table 2
Comparison of the organic removal and biogas production between the processes of R-TPAD and TPAD.

unit R-TPAD TPAD

R1 R2 Total C1 C2 Total

Organic removal
TS % (24)a (76) 79.6± 1.1 (8) (92) 75.3± 1.1
VS % (25) (75) 84.7± 1.7 (8) (92) 77.8± 2.8
TSS % (45) (55) 85.0± 1.0 (19) (81) 80.3± 1.1
VSS % (44) (56) 88.2± 1.3 (20) (80) 81.1± 2.5
Total COD % (17) (83) 84.8± 2.1 -(2) (102) 78.2± 2.8
Carbohydrates % (30) (70) 96.4± 0.2 (9) (91) 93.9± 1.1
Proteins % (30) (70) 59.6± 3.9 (11) (89) 43.9± 1.5
Lipids % -(1) (101) 86.1± 5.0 (6) (94) 85.0± 3.6
Biogas production
Gas production rate L/L/d 1.75± 0.37 2.92± 0.13 2.68± 0.18 ndb 3.16± 0.09 2.53± 0.07
H2 % 48.7± 4.3 nd 6.3± 0.6 nd nd nd
CH4 % nd 62.3± 0.4 54.1± 0.2 nd 59.6± 0.4 59.6± 0.4

a The numbers in the paraphrase are the contributions of this stage to the total removal of the process.
b “nd” denotes “not detected”.
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to Fig. 2. The performance of biogas production is summarized in
Table 2.
3.2. Organic removal and COD balance of (R-)TPAD systems

The removal efficiency of the processes were calculated, and
the results are summarized in Table 2. It could be found that all
the listed items of organic removal by R-TPAD were higher than
by TPAD without recirculation. The VS and COD removal effi-
ciencies in R-TPAD system were about 6e7% higher than in the
TPAD system. The carbohydrate removal efficiencies by both
systems were higher than 90%. The protein removal in R-TPAD
system was about 15% higher than TPAD system. As for the
contribution of the two stages, most of the organic removal was
undertaken by the second stage (C2) in TPAD. The organic
removal of most items consisted of only about 10% of contribu-
tions from C1. The TSS and VSS removal achieved by C1
contributed about 20% to the total removal achieved by the sys-
tem, indicating solubilizing the particulate was still the main
function of C1. Comparatively, the R-TPAD system distributed
higher loads of organic removal to the first stage (R1) than the
TPAD system. The lipid removal in R1 was a minus value, which is
considered to be caused by the production of long-chain fatty
acids in the acidogenic phase R1.

The COD balance visualizes the fates of COD electrons from
the organics in FW. The average COD concentration during each
assessment period was used and normalized with its respective
feeding FW as 100%. The results of the calculations are shown in
Fig. A4. The total COD percentage after R-TPAD and TPAD were
around 106%, which lay within the range of the relative fluctu-
ation of feeding COD (±8.5% of 150.1± 12.7 g/L). Throughout the
experiment, some 50% of the COD in FW was contributed by
soluble components. It should be noted that this proportion was
constant even when the FW was diluted. After going through R-
TPAD, only about 10% of the feeding COD were left in the effluent
as particulates, and less than 6% of the feeding COD were in the
form of soluble COD. With the phase separation in RUN 3, the H2
that was produced in R1 consumed 2.5% of the COD in FW. The
CH4 was all generated in R2 of R-TPAD, consuming 87.1% of the
COD in FW, and accounting for the majority of the COD removal.
As a comparison, 17.0% of the feeding COD remained in the
effluent as particulate COD in the control process without recir-
culation. The soluble COD in the effluent of C2 was 4.2% of the
COD in FW, and the results in the TPAD were similar. All the CH4
was generated in the second stage C2, and no H2 was produced
during the steady state.
4. Discussion

4.1. Mechanism of the proposed strategy

In this study, the implicit target of adjusting the R in R-TPADwas
to find the proper pH condition for H2 production in the first stage.
H2 could be produced in a wide pH range of 4e11 [38,39] but it can
only be collected in the gas phasewhen themethanogenesis, which
consumes H2, is inhibited. Methanogenesis has a favorable pH
range around 5e10 [40], which indicates that the gaseous H2 pro-
duction should only be achieved in the pH range that was not
overlapped by methanogenic range. Also, the controlling of the pH
was similar in inhibiting the competition of lactic acid fermentation
[41,42]. In previous studies, optimizing R for biohythane production
was majorly adjusting the pH of H2-producing stage to 5.5
[13,14,25], which is commonly considered as the optimal pH for H2
production. However, the pH that could inhibit methanogenesis
from consuming H2 should be< 5.0 [43], which indicates the con-
dition of pH¼ 5.5 should be "sacrificed" for optimizing R towards
stable H2 production. Therefore, instead of being fixed at pH¼ 5.5,
the practical pH should be varied by different substrates and
different conditions of the recirculated effluent sludge.

Aceticlastic methanogenesis and hydrogenotrophic methano-
genesis are the major pathways in the anaerobic digestion of bio-
waste. As are shown in Eq. (4) and Eq. (5), both methanogenic
pathways are companied with pH increasing by converting acetate
into bicarbonate or just consuming CO2. So the increase in CH4
content or pH can be used as the critical indicators of
methanogenesis.

(Aceticlastic methanogenesis) CH3COO� þ 2H2O/ CH4 þ HCO3
�(4)

(Hydrogenotrophic methanogenesis) 4H2 þ CO2 / CH4 þ 2H2O(5)

On the other hand, the dominance of lactic acid fermentation
will lower the pH as well as H2 production. As the by-products of H2

fermentation, acetate and butyrate have close values of pKa around
4.8. Within the pH range of 4e6, acetate and butyrate serve as pH
buffer to avoid the sharp decrease of pH caused by the newly
produced VFA. In this liquid, therefore, the production of lactic acid
(pKa¼ 3.86) would break the equilibrium and evidently lower the
pH. So the decreasing pH was used as the critical indicator of the
dominance of lactic acid fermentation. Hence, on the scale of pH,



Table 3
Fermentation and theoretical hydrogen production in RUN3.

(unit: mM) TPAD (C1) R-TPAD (R1)

Fermentation results
Carbohydrates �28.47± 48.56 �110.3± 27.72
Hydrogen 0a 162.54± 11.85
Acetate 9.00± 13.80 59.61± 9.01
Propionate 0.38± 0.42 4.44± 1.09
Isobutyrate 0.45± 1.19 1.03± 0.98
Butyrate 0.09± 0.04 18.87± 8.90
Isovalerate 0.00± 0.07 7.72± 8.29
Valerate �0.14± 0.15 0.85± 0.72
Caproate 0 2.75± 1.48
Lactate 13.9± 27.7 �3.72± 24.49
Ethanol 45.73± 22.61 14.42± 15.46
Theoretical hydrogen production
Including isomers 18.60± 28.78 138.50± 20.54
Excluding isomers 17.70± 26.54 151.88± 35.16

a “0” denotes no difference between the two undetected values.
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methanogenesis and lactic acid fermentation lead to different di-
rections from the pH range of H2 production. Supposing every R has
a corresponding pH in the present process, the appropriate R is
considered to be found by preventing the pH from going beyond
the range of H2 production. When the monitoring parameters
indicate the pH deviating from the proper pH range, the feedback
loops should adjust the R for next trial. After trials of R and ex-
amination, the proper R* for H2 production in the first stage of R-
TPAD is believed to be obtained.

With these two critical indicators, automatic control could be
applied to adjust the R in practical operation. Still, the possibility
exists that some biomass could not be applied with this strategy.
For example, waste activated sludge could not produce H2 by
acidification because it has been found unable to be acidified below
pH¼ 6.5 without recirculation [22]. In this study, although the R*

was found as a fixed value, objectively, the proper R* might
comprise a range when the pump was controlled accurately
enough. Further investigation is required to clear out the relations
between the feasibility of biohythane production and the operating
parameters in R-TPAD.

In addition, supplementing the methanogenic TE, Ni and Co, is
important for biohythane production via R-TPAD. It has been
broadly recognized that Ni and Co are the basic elements in the
methane-producing pathways. Before starting this experiment, the
profiles of the TE in FW have exhibited the absence of Ni and Co.
The deficiency of Ni and Co will surely limit the alkalinity recovery
frommethanogenesis. In this study, the stable methane production
is the precondition for adjusting recirculation ratio. If the meth-
anogenic phase were acidified, the recirculation would not supply
any alkalinity for the pH adjustment in the first stage.

4.2. Dark fermentation and hydrogen production in the acidogenic
phases (C1 and R1)

For R-TPAD process, supposing there was a hypothetical stream
that was well mixed from FW and the recirculated sludge before
being fed into R1, the fermentation occurred in R1 could be
determined by the difference between the hypothetical influent
and the effluent. The changes of carbohydrates and fermentation
products in RUN3 are listed in Table 3.

For dark fermentation, glucose can be degraded in following
pathways [44]:

(Acetate pathway) C6H12O6 þ 2H2O/2CH3COOHþ 4H2 þ 2CO2(6)

(Butyrate pathway) C6H12O6 / CH3(CH2)2COOH þ 2H2 þ 2CO2 (7)
(Mixed acid pathway) C6H12O6 þ H2O
/CH3COOH þ CH3CH2OH þ 2H2 þ 2CO2 (8)

(Homolactic pathway) C6H12O6 / 2 CH3CH(OH)COOH (9)

(Propionate pathway) C6H12O6 þ 2H2 / CH3CH2COOH þ 2H2O(10)

Valerate and caproate were regarded deriving from the chain
elongations of propionate and butyrate [45]:

(Chain elongation) CH3CH2COOH þ CH3CH2OH /

CH3(CH2)3COOH þ H2O (11)

(Chain elongation) CH3(CH2)2COOH þ CH3CH2OH /

CH3(CH2)4COOH þ H2O (12)

Isobutyrate and isovalerate could be produced from degradation
of amino acids or isomerization [46,47]. Hence, the overall reaction
in a mixed culture of H2 fermentation could be regarded as a linear
combination of those pathways.

In C1, the main products were ethanol, lactate and acetate.
Lactate (lactic acid) was considered responsible for the low pH in
C1. Moreover, lactate-producing bacteria were reported to inhibit
the H2-producing bacteria [23,48]. In R1, the H2 yield was 49.9 L/kg-
VSfed and the H2 yield efficiency was 248.0 L/kg-CODremoved, with
the pH around 4.6. According to previous studies, the thermophilic
H2 fermentation at the pH range of 4.0e5.0 obtained the H2 yield
around 37e66 L/kg-VSfed [49,50]. The performance of C1 and R1 in
RUN3 proved that a low pH of about 4.6 was feasible for continuous
H2 production but a pH lower than 4.0 was not. It has been reported
that some bacteria could transfer lactate and acetate into butyrate
and produce H2 [51], where its equation could be assembled with
the equations of those pathways. This can explain the decrease of
lactate in the condition without methanogenesis. The B/A ratio
under this condition was 0.32: this suggests that a great flow of
carbohydrates through the acetate pathway increased the H2 pro-
duction efficiency according to stoichiometry of Eq. (6). Ethanol
was the specific fermentation product from carbohydrates, it was
estimated that 13% of the degraded carbohydrates in R1 were
converted via the mixed acid pathway.

According to the molar ratios between H2 and fermentation
products in Eq. (6) ~ Eq. (12), the theoretical H2 yield could be
calculated as follows,

n(H2) ¼ 2n(acetate) þ2n(butyrate) þ2n(caproate) ‒ 2n(propionate)
‒ 2n(valerate) (13)

where n is the molar amount of the increased fermentation prod-
ucts. It is clear that lactate and ethanol are irrelevant to the theo-
retical H2 production. The results of calculating theoretical H2
production are shown in Table 3. Theoretically, a little H2 could be
produced in C1, suggesting there might be other electron accepters
except fermentation products of carbohydrates. Also, the gap be-
tween theoretical and the experimental values in R1 indicates that
protein degradation might also have contributed to the H2 pro-
duction [52]. Moreover, the calculated value in R1 without isomers
was closer to experimental value, implying protein degradation
was the major source of the isomers [47].

4.3. Process assessment

The mass balance of R-TPAD and TPAD in RUN 3 is illustrated in
Fig. 6. The biogas volumes were converted to an equivalent mass
under Standard Temperature and Pressure (STP, 0 �C, 1 atm).
Operated at an HRT of 30 days, the control TPAD process produced



Fig. 6. Mass balance of (a) TPAD and (b) R-TPAD in RUN 3. The total HRT of both processes were 30 days.
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447 Nm3 of CH4 in the second stage from 1 ton-VS of the FW. With
an R of 0.4 under the same loading condition, the R-TPAD process
produced a total of 786 Nm3/t-VSfed of biogas. Assuming that the
CO2 was removed, which accounted for 39.5% of the total biogas,
the hythane transformed by R-TPAD process was 476 Nm3/t-VSfed
with a H2 content of 10.5%.

As for the microbial communities, the direct recirculation of raw
effluent nourished the H2-producing bacteria in the first stage. As
shown in Fig. A5, without recirculation, the major bacterial genera
in C1 were Lactobacillus (69.0%) and Acetobacter (17.2%), coinciding
with HLa and HAc as the major fermentation products in C1. In the
R1 of R-TPAD, Ruminococcus, which was responsible for H2 pro-
duction, became the predominant (26.8%) genus over Lactobacillus
(21.1%). Meanwhile, the changes of archaeal community addressed
the importance of inhibiting hydrogenotrophic methanogens by pH
in the first stage. Typical methanogenic archaea could be classified
as hydrogenotrophic and aceticlastic types according to the sub-
strates as shown in Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) [53]. In TPAD, archaeal
sequence was not detected in C1 and the aceticlastic methanogens
(Methanosarcinales, 78.7%) were the major archaea in C2. After
introducing the recirculation, the hydrogenotrophic methanogens
in R2 (Methanobacteriales) increased from 1.5% (without recircu-
lation) to 63.2%, which was presumably favored by the thriving of
the H2-producing bacteria in R-TPAD. These results reflects the
existence of the related genes in the reactors and themethanogenic
deactivation has been examined by the operational performance of
R1.

Biogas is carbon-neutral per se. As the source of biogas, FW
produces nomore CO2 emission since its carbon originates from the
photosynthesis of CO2 from the natural carbon cycle [54]. The
combustible contents of biogas, i.e. gaseous biofuels, can also save
the CO2 emission occurred in the combustion of fossil-derived fuels
[35]. With the performance in RUN3, it was estimated that the
biofuel production from TPAD and R-TPAD treatment of FW could
save the carbon emission of 1.15 t-CO2/t-VSfed and 1.12 t-CO2/t-
VSfed, respectively, by replacing petrol utilization. The R-TPAD
produced more on-site CO2 as 0.61 t-CO2/t-VSfed than TPAD as
0.59 t-CO2/t-VSfed, which could be captured in the decarbonization
process. For biogas processes, if there is merely CH4 being pro-
duced, extra reforming units are required to reform a certain part of
CH4 into H2 as to finally harvest hythane, where the energy con-
sumption during the reforming cannot be neglected. Besides,
compared to liquid products, the gaseous products from these
anaerobic process can save the extracting units as well as their
electricity consumption. These advantages confirmed that devel-
oping CH4 and hythane production were both beneficial to the
reduction of carbon emission.

A general concern is that introducing the sludge recirculation
might lower the energy efficiency due to the electricity consump-
tion in the recirculating pumps. In fact, inside the full-scale
anaerobic digesters, the sludge is mixed horizontally by impellers
and vertically by solid pumps. The mixing in the digester is per-
formed continuously or else the unevenness of the spatial distri-
bution could bring about acidification to lower the yield of biofuels.
In the lab-scale experiment, another pump was indeed installed to
provide the recirculation flow between the digesters. However, in
the full-scale process, it is significant that the energy consumption
in the recirculation pump (which runs periodically) will be greatly
lower than the mixing pump (which runs continuously). Thus,
adding the recirculation flowwould not greatly increase the energy
consumption in the operation.

The previous and present studies on biohythane production
from R-TPAD of FW were listed in Table 4. As a common point,
thermophilic temperatures were used in their first stages to pro-
duce H2. Both mesophilic and thermophilic temperatures have
been applied on the methanogenic stage, confirming the recogni-
tion that the control for continuous H2 production was more
difficult than that for CH4 production. Compared to previous
studies that required other processing units, such as precipitation
tank, aeration tank, heat pretreatment and solid/liquid separation
[14,17,18,20,55], recirculating raw effluent directly could supply the
fresh H2-producing microbes to the first stage while saving the cost
for land and operation. The shortcoming of direct recirculation,
which might lower H2 production by importing methanogens,



Table 4
Comparison with previous studies on continuous operation of R-TPAD for biohythane production.

Substrate First stage (H2 production) Second stage (CH4 production) Biohythane Recirculation Reference

Temperature (�C) pH H2 yield
(L/kg-VSfed)

Temperature (�C) pH CH4 yield
(L/kg-VSfed)

H2/(H2þCH4)
(%)

R Recirculated
matter

FW 55 5.5 ctrl* 104.5 35 7.8e8.0 456e526 16.6e18.6 0 e [13]
FW 55 5.5 ctrl 205 35 7.5 464 30.6 2 Precipitated sludge [14]
FW 55 5.5 114 55 7.7 451 20.2 1 Aerated sludge [18]
FW 55 5.5 ctrl 6e147 55 NM** 383e470 1.5e27.8 0e2.9 Heated sludge [17]
biowaste 55 4.3e5.4 2.7e51 55 7.6e8.3 580e630 0.4e7.7 1.0 Separated liquid [55]
FW 55 5.7 67 55 8.4 490 12.0 1.0 Separated liquid [56]
FW 55 5.2 48 55 8.1 400 10.8 0e0.5 Separated liquid [20]
FW 55 5.0e5.3 115 37 7.2e7.8 334 25.6 0.6e1.0 Fixed-bed effluent [57]
FW 52 5.22 117 52 7.69 311 35.7 2.92 Raw effluent [15]
FW 55 5.36 41 35 7.59 521 7.3 1 Raw effluent [19]
FW 55 4.59 49.9 37.5 7.80 426 10.5 0.4 Raw effluent This study

*The superscript “ctrl” indicates that the pH in the first stage was controlled automatically. ** “NM” denotes “not mentioned in the report”.
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could be overcome by finding the appropriate R. Seen from the pH
of the second stage, the scattering of pH values implies that the
chemical characteristics of the FW differ from studies, even for
those that were performed with the same source of waste. In this
study, the adjusting strategy could find the proper R tomaintain the
stable biohythane production from R-TPAD of different substrates.
Compared to the previous studies with recirculation of raw effluent
sludge [15,19], the R-TPAD system in this study produced the bio-
hythane with an appropriate H2 content (10e25%). Yet, the H2 yield
in this study was not as high as other reports with treatment to the
recirculated sludge. It is suggested that further studies should focus
on controlling and improving H2 yields when the raw effluent is
recirculated, so as to control the H2 content of the produced
biohythane.
5. Conclusions

In order to obtain the stable H2 production in biohythane pro-
duction from R-TPAD of FW, an adjusting strategy was proposed to
find the proper R, which varied with different waste. The strategy
used the gaseous CH4 content and pH decrease as the critical in-
dicators of methanogenesis and lactic acid fermentation to prevent
them from lowering H2 production. Finally, biohythane production
was successfully achieved in the R-TPAD process. No pretreatment
was performed for inoculation and pH controlling or extra treat-
ment was not performed for the recirculated sludge. The obtained
R-TPAD process accomplished a reduction in VS as high as 84.9%. H2
production was stabilized with a yield of 49.9mL-H2/g-VSfed and
248.0mL-H2/CODremoved. The hythane yield was 476mL-hythane/
g-VSfed with 10.5% (v/v) as H2.
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